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CAPLA Calendar
Venues for CAPLA courses are sponsored by companies who support our Adopt-a-Course program. We would like to
thank our ongoing sponsors in this program. Without you we wouldn’t be able to offer these great courses. If you or
your company would like to be a part of or obtain more information about the Adopt-a-Course program, please contact
matt@caplacanada.org for program details.

2015 COURSE CALENDAR

Please continue to watch the website and e-Bulletins for updates.

Date

Time

Course

Apr 1

8:30am - 12:00pm

Notice of Assignment (NOA) - Advanced

Apr 16

8:30am - 12:00pm

Introduction to the Oil Sands

May 26

8:30am - 4:30pm

Saskatchewan Surface Acquisitions

May 28

8:30am - 4:30pm

Reading Survey Plans Workshop

Jun 9

8:30am - 4:30pm

Acquisitions & Divestments: The Long & Winding Road

2015 PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT & EVENTS CALENDAR
For times and locations, please check the CAPLA website.
Apr 14

Lunch ‘n Learn - “INSTRUMENTS OF WRITING” DIGITAL vs JPEG - Are You Putting You or Your
Company at Risk?

Apr 30

LANDING WELL: Planning for Success - CAPLA Conference 2015

May 12

Leadership Breakfast Series - Leading with a COACH Approach - Lisa Holden Rovers

May 13

AGM & Awards Luncheon

Jun 2

Lunch, Learn, LEAD! - Stop Doing It All Yourself: Effective Delegation

Jun 18

Pre-Stampede Event

Sep 8

Leadership Breakfast Series - Feedback: The Key to Team Development - Dan Gaynor

Nov 13

Leadership Breakfast Series - Frontline Leadership - Linda Goode

2015 ETHICS PROGRAM CALENDAR
For times and locations, please check the CAPLA website.

Date

Time

Course

Apr 2

8:30am - 12:00pm

CAPLA Ethics Course Part One - Morning Session

Apr 2

1:00pm - 4:30pm

CAPLA Ethics Course Part Two - Afternoon Session

May 7

8:30am - 12:00pm

CAPLA Ethics Course Part One - Morning Session

May 7

1:00pm - 4:30pm

CAPLA Ethics Course Part Two - Afternoon Session

Jun 4

8:30am - 12:00pm

CAPLA Ethics Course Part One - Morning Session

Jun 4

1:00pm - 4:30pm

CAPLA Ethics Course Part Two - Afternoon Session
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President &
CEO Message
2015 Shaping Up to Be a Year of Transition
As we near the end of the first quarter of 2015, it is obvious
that this will be a year of many changes and challenges
within the Canadian energy industry. Low oil prices have
resulted in corporate restructuring and loss of employment
for some of our members. We want to remind you that
your CAPLA membership is in your name and will not
be impacted by a change to your employment situation.
Your membership will remain active until it comes up for
renewal.
As your professional association, CAPLA remains one of
your best supports during times of job transition. As we go
forward, CAPLA will continue to monitor industry trends,
offering programs and services that will help you advance
and strengthen your career.
CAPLA NAME CHANGE
Last year, the Board engaged members in a discussion
about the possibility of changing CAPLA’s name to better
reflect ongoing changes in our profession. Your response
through focus groups and surveys was a true testament to
the value you place on CAPLA and your commitment to its
future. Through continued discussion at the Board level,
we have decided that it would be best to retain the CAPLA
acronym. After 21 years, the CAPLA brand (or acronym)
is widely recognized within the energy industry and we
don’t want to risk losing that. However, we feel that there
may be advantages to changing the words that comprise
the acronym so that our name becomes a more accurate
description of our work. Watch for further information
about this initiative, and for ways that you can weigh in
on this important decision.
BOARD RECRUITMENT
You may have noticed that we have been recruiting new
members for the CAPLA Board of Directors recently.
Thank you to everyone who expressed interest in serving
CAPLA in this way. Selecting new Board members is
another one of those important decisions that affects the
future of our organization. It is very important to recruit
directors who can effectively represent the membership
as well as elevate the profile of land administration within
the energy industry.
We hope that you will be able to attend the AGM and
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Awards Luncheon on May 13 at Calgary’s Hyatt Regency
Hotel. Prior to the awards portion of the meeting, you will
have the opportunity to vote on a new slate of directors for
the Board. Please consider nominating a CAPLA volunteer
for an award and register for the AGM soon, as seats tend
to sell out.
SUPPORTING OUR MEMBERS
The Board of Directors was pleased to announce earlier
this year that the CAPLA ethics training program will
continue to be offered free-of-charge to members. These
two half-day sessions, valued at $175 each, are mandatory
for new members and highly recommended to existing
members. We consider this program to be an invaluable
investment in our membership. As well, the Board has
decided to waive the $50 administration fee charged to
members who apply to write CAPLA’s certification exams
– another investment in you, as a member. The mineral,
contracts and surface certification exams, which are
administered by Olds College and offered at a downtown
Calgary location, have all been converted to an electronic
format in recent months. (Please note that Olds College
charges a $200 fee for each exam, which allows members
to rewrite the exams up to four times over two years.
Check our website for more information about upcoming
exams in April and May.)
NEW WEBSITE
CAPLA’s new website was launched in February, and we
hope that you have had a chance to check it out. The new
site reflects best practices in web design and functionality,
and is designed to work effectively not only on desktops
and laptops, but also on our smart phones and iPads. The
URL has not changed: www.caplacanada.org, and many
of the member interfaces, such as renewal forms, course
and event registration pages, and the member directory
(roster) have remained the same. The new site presents
a fresh, up-to-date face to the public, while improving
the user experience for our members. Some of the
comments we have received in a survey include: “Clean,
crisp, well organized, intuitive,” and “New, colourful, feels
energizing.” Thanks for your feedback and please let us
know how we can continually improve our website.
We hope that you enjoy this issue of NEXUS!

n

BREAKFAST KEYNOTE
Michelle Cederberg
SESSION ONE
9:15am – 10:15am
Break Through: Ten
Essential Steps to
Collaboration
Environmental Assessment
What Is A Well?
Seismic Exploration

April 30, 2015 | TELUS Convention Centre, Calgary, Alberta
Whether you are new to the discipline or an industry veteran, Landing
Well: Planning for Success will help you excel as a land professional. Enjoy
industry updates, skill development sessions, and the best networking
opportunities of the year. Join us for a full day of learning, or listen to
our dynamic breakfast and lunch keynote speakers. On behalf of the
Conference Committee, welcome to CAPLA Conference 2015! Read more
and register at www.caplaconference.com.

ENERGIZED FOR EXCELLENCE
By Michelle Cederberg, Conference Keynote Speaker
ENERGY.
When
was the last time
you stopped and
thought
about
what it actually
does for you? I’m
not talking about
oil and gas energy,
I’m talking about
big-picture personal energy: the force
that fuels you – physically, emotionally,
mentally – from sun-up to late night, and
everything in between. We want and need
it in abundance but it ebbs and flows.
It’s in our control but not easy to access,
chugging along in the background as we
get things done.
When you’ve got lots of energy you feel
as if you could move mountains, and you
don’t really think about the source that’s
driving that productivity, do you? It’s when
energy is low that we become more aware
of the role energy plays in our success.

SESSION TWO
10:45am – 11:45am
More than Arrowheads:
Oil and Gas Development,
Historical Resource
Regulations and First
Nations Consultation on the
Prairies
Shared Well Pads:
Development of an Industry
Model Pad Sharing
Agreement

Ironically its capacity is endless, although
some days it doesn’t feel like that. Yet energy
is in you to form, strengthen, nurture, and
ultimately benefit from, and with the right care
and attention you’ll have it in abundance. I
can hear your collective cries from here, “If
only it were that simple!”

BC 101

I get it. When days are endlessly busy and
fatigue seems to be your constant companion,
it’s hard to think about doing one more thing
with the energy you don’t have, let alone
getting to the gym or eating better. And what
does it mean to be energized for excellence
anyway?

SESSION THREE
1:45pm – 3:00pm

When you’re “Energized for Excellence” you
show up as a leader and strive for success in
all you do. You take on bigger challenges,
and better manage stress. You feel great about
yourself and your capabilities. What’s possible
from there?

Break the Cycle: Spend Less
and Save More

. . . continued on Page 26

How to Prepare for Your
Estate Plan
LUNCH KEYNOTE
Jessica Holmes

Embracing Technology:
Presented by the CAPLA
Systems & Data Education
Subcommittee

Tantalizing Tenure Tidbits
– What is New in the World
of Tenure?
Pipeline: Acquisition,
Maintenance and Integrity
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Article
THINK SMALL: Horizontal Well Pooling Agreements
Allocation Agreement (RAA, also sometimes
called a Production Allocation Agreement PAA)
signed by the appropriate parties before you
can get the well licenced.

By Tim Laws, Land Analyst

L

ately the advocates for thinking big have been many.
Unit agreements, white map schedules, multi-well pad
drilling – these are all fantastic tools to utilize if the
situation is right (after all, with big risk comes big reward).
But there is also something to be said for thinking small.
With the increasing cost of drilling and completing a
horizontal well, there’s a good argument to be made for
building agreements that tackle a single well at a time.
Unitizing a large area is a huge undertaking and one that may
be impossible for a medium- or small-sized company. The
Horizontal Well Pooling Agreement is a non-cross conveyed
pooling agreement to obtain common working interest in
a drill spacing unit that pertains to one well and one well
only. It can help manage risk and prevent future disputes. It
should be noted, it will often be advantageous in farmout
or overriding royalty agreements to address the royalty
allocation methodology for horizontal wells drilled between
royalty lands and other lands using relative horizontal length;
for example, to avoid a separate negotiation and agreement
for each such well (e.g., Clause 5.03 of the draft 2015 CAPL
Farmout & Royalty Procedure).

Once you know you want to drill a horizontal well, you need
to ask yourself some questions, like:
1.

Does this well cross more than one lease? If so,
am I the lessee of all the leases? If not, then
some kind of pooling agreement will be in order
to obtain consistent working interest across the
drill spacing unit.

2.

Are the lessors the same, and if so, are the
royalty rates the same? If not (to either of those
questions), some kind of royalty allocation will
also be needed.

So let’s say you have a situation that requires a pooling and
royalty allocation. More questions need to be answered:
3.

Does the well cross a freehold and crown lease
line?

If yes:
4.
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Will the well be drilled in Saskatchewan?
If so, you will need to begin by applying
for a Drainage Unit then have a Horizontal
Well Agreement and a Well Specific Royalty
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5.

If you are drilling the well in Alberta, you will
need to generate a Production Allocation Unit
Agreement (PAUA). If all the lands are freehold,
a Horizontal Well Pooling Agreement and Well
Specific RAA could be utilized.

You might ask yourself:
6.

Why would a Horizontal Well Pooling Agreement
and an RAA be used if all the lands are freehold?
The PAUA is a complex agreement that may be
intimidating to a land owner (rancher, farmer, etc.)
and may require them to retain a costly lawyer.
By separating the pooling and the allocation
agreements you simplify each one by specifying
its purpose and intended legal echelon. Why
make something relatively simple, complex?
It should be noted that, under the terms of the
PAUA, a royalty interest owner has an opportunity
to become a working interest owner if the lease
is cancelled, surrendered or terminated. This is
a complication that you may want to avoid if at
all possible. An RAA can be a simple two-page
(or less) agreement that sets out how and why
the royalties will be allocated. The allocation
is often based on drainage area, but this can
be negotiated given geologic data concerning
which part of the productive length will be
capable of producing more or less effluent.
It is incumbent on the parties to consider the
timing in regards to the execution of the pooling
and the RAA. If the working interest owners
agree on a working interest division based on
an allocation methodology and the well is spud
before the parties of the RAA have agreed to
the allocation methodology, a serious (I dare
say potentially litigious) situation could arise.
As long as both the executed Horizontal Pooling
which pertains to the working interest and the
executed Royalty Allocation Agreement match,
in terms of the allocation methodology, all will
be well (pardon the pun).

Here are some examples of when a Horizontal Well Pooling
Agreement might be utilized:
Thanks to drilling innovations, the productive lengths of
horizontal wells have evolved to sometimes be 1.5 – 2
miles long.
Chances are that pooling or unitizing three quarter sections
in a row (as in the survey below) will only be beneficial for
one well especially if the spacing is a single LSD/oil well
(most commonly found in Saskatchewan). A well specific
agreement creates the freedom for a different partner to
propose another well (shorter or longer) in the other half
of the half section(s) based on the results from the first well.
Another good reason to utilize a horizontal well specific
agreement is when ownership is split within single LSDs
as in the example below. The portion of land in blue is a
lake, owned by the crown and splits ownership of LSDs 9, 10
and 11. To fairly ascertain the division of ownership the titles
areas within the drainage area must be measured.

The Horizontal Well Pooling hinges upon the 2007 Operating Procedure which creates a safety net for countless
contingencies and defines what a horizontal well is, what
a horizontal leg is and what liberties an operator can and
can’t take while drilling. The Horizontal Well Pooling Agreement usually has a term of one year which helps partners
to predict non-op expenditures and facilitates discussions
among partners regarding which well locations are priorities. If the well is abandoned and reclaimed, the agreement
terminates and the underlying
agreement or leases govern.
Another highlight of the Horizontal Pooling Agreement is
it allows all working interest
parties to carry on other operations on the lands, assuming
these operations will not interfere with production from the
agreement’s pooled well. This allows for more wells to be
drilled within the reservoir boundaries with less contractual
red tape.
Just as there is a tool for every job, there are specific
situations where a Horizontal Well Pooling Agreement could
be utilized. It is important to assess the situation carefully
and tailor the agreement as need be.

Below is a survey from another example of when a
Horizontal Well Pooling could be very helpful. This
Saskatchewan single LSD spaced well has been drilled in
LSDs 14, 15 and 16 of one section and LSDs 1 and 2 of
another. As the proposed Saskatchewan drainage area (in
this instance 75 meters) doesn’t even cover half of the LSD, it
wouldn’t be fair to allocate one fifth of the production to LSD
14, therefore a proper measurement of the area inside the
proposed drainage area must be taken to properly allocate
production to each LSD. In Saskatchewan this drainage area
is set by the crown based on the porosity and permeability
of the pursued zone. A survey company can usually generate
an area based allocation table quite easily. The one in the
previous example was generated within 48 hours. The royalty
allocation and the DOI of the Horizontal Pooling Agreement
can be easily derived from this data.

Pursuant to CAPLA’s new document review process, a
precedent Horizontal Well Pooling Agreement is now (or
will soon be) available for review by the CAPLA membership
under the Resources tab of the CAPLA website. Please feel
free to provide feedback and revision requests as you see
fit. These will be taken into consideration by the CAPLA
Contracts Subcommittee and the Education and Development
Committee (EDC), and in time a final draft will be available
for download in Word format under the Contracts section of
the Resources tab on the CAPLA website. Next up for review
is a precedent Royalty Allocation Agreement. Stay tuned.

n

________________________
Tim Laws is Co-Chair of the EDC Contracts Subcommittee.
He also coordinates the mineral study group for CAPLA’s
certification program.
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Article
ACCOUNTING FOR CHANGE: The PASC 2011
Accounting Procedure for a Changing Industry
By Kody W. Carroll, President, Integrity Audit and
Accounting Ltd.

1.

AFEs and the Issue of Approval: Under previous
accounting procedures, the AFE didn’t supersede the
accounting procedure and didn’t grant “approval” for
otherwise ineligible charges. In PASC 2011, the AFE
now does constitute approval, allowing the Operator
to bypass the onerous approval mechanisms for an
offsite expense. It is up to the Operator, however,
to ensure that there is sufficient detail in the AFE
to establish that the Non-Operator is approving an
expense that would not otherwise allowed.

2.

Alignment by Function: Previous versions of
PASC had a significant distinction between how
to treat employee labour (i.e. salaried individuals)
and contracted services, even though a contractor
might very well provide the same service that an
employee would. With PASC 2011, less emphasis is
placed on whether an individual is an employee or
a contractor, and chargeability therefore becomes
more dependent on the services provided by an
individual.

3.

Charging on a Percentage of Cost Basis: It’s
not just engineers that have so many projects to
balance where time sheets can’t be easily done,
especially when we’re all trying to become more
lean and efficient. Geophysicists, technologists,
environmentalists, safety specialists, measurement
specialists and surface landmen (collectively known
as “technical services”) might all have this problem.

I

t’s tough to get people interested in accounting. It’s a
conversation killer when someone asks what you do for
a living and you tell them you’re an accountant. Maybe
that’s why I sometimes consider telling people I have a more
exciting career than I actually have when I’m at a party. So to
make an accounting procedure discussion more interesting,
let’s try to start with a story. The year was 1953.
Rock and roll was just being born, the Korean War ended
in an armistice, and the oil and gas fields in Alberta were
starting to explode with activity. It was around that time
that the Petroleum Accountants Society of Western Canada
(PASWC, at the time) released the first model accounting
procedure. The document was all of three pages long and
satisfied every need of the day as it related to sharing costs
by essentially saying, “Thou shalt be fair and equitable to
your fellow Owners.”
A lot has changed in 62 years. Industry’s innovation has
created drill bit technology and multi-stage horizontal frac
strategies that let us exploit our resources with incredible
results, and the computer technology that blurs the lines
of where your “office” truly is (are any of us truly “Out of
Office” anymore?)
Companies have had to adapt to changing industry
environments. Let’s not forget our susceptibility to commodity
pricing and the possibilities of having to contend with a new
recession, requiring some companies to even reduce their
workforce and find other ways to either cut costs or recover
costs. All companies are having to do more with less right
now. The sharing of the almighty dollar with the other JointOperators becomes very important in times like these.
SINCE WHEN IS ACCOUNTING FLEXIBLE?
The simple notion of “Thou shalt be fair” alone doesn’t work
quite as well as it did in 1953. (Don’t get me wrong, I’m
still all about playing nice in the sandbox). The number of
grey areas in the 1996 PASC Accounting Procedure have
proliferated as our industry has evolved.
The 2011 PASC Accounting Procedure was designed to
maximize flexibility for all of the parties involved in a joint
venture to ensure that the principles of fairness can prevail.
The Accounting Procedure does this in a few different ways.
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The 2011 PASC Accounting Procedure now allows both
engineering and technical services to be charged on a
percentage-of-cost basis on an AFE, allowing the Operator
to recover costs that are specifically attributable to Joint
Operations without having the administrative burden of
managing time sheets or separate approvals. Without these
mechanisms, the Operator often ends up hoping that the
overhead will be enough to cover everything.
WHEN OVERHEAD CHARGED DOESN’T COVER YOUR
OVERHEAD COSTS
Operators have noticed for some time that overhead charged
to Joint Operators was often not enough to cover the
administrative costs associated with Joint Operations. Further,
auditors were starting to raise queries questioning whether
the administrative amounts charged on third party invoices
were supposed be covered by the Operator’s overhead

recovery. It was time for more clarity and an escalation in
overhead rates.
For context, it’s interesting to note that the default overhead
rates most often used in industry have not changed since
the 1969 model Accounting Procedure was released. A lot
has changed since 1969, and perhaps $250 per well per
month and the 3%/2%/1% sliding scale capital overhead isn’t
enough any more.
The 2011 PASC Accounting Procedure was designed to bring
us closer to industry practice while still allowing the flexibility
for the parties to reach something fair and equitable. A
number of alternates are available, but all of the alternates
also try to resolve previous problem areas. For example, it
makes me shake my head every time I conduct an audit and
see that an operator is recovering $100K in overhead each
month just because they’re allowed to charge 10% overhead
on power invoices that might amount to over $1MM – aren’t
those invoices just a click of a button to download? It doesn’t
sound like it would cost $100K to process that invoice. PASC
2011 has some elections to fix that.

continuing education

Build Your
Career

100+ Programs in
Oil & Gas, Business
and Technology

CAPPA, Oil & Gas Office Administration,
Petroleum Joint Venture, Petroleum Land
Administration, Petroleum Land Business,
Project Management, Supply Chain
Management, Contract Management...

DO WE REALLY NEED PASC 2011?
In the business of audit, I can say that our firm has already
started auditing very significant properties that are using the
2011 PASC Accounting Procedure. I hear a lot of reasons why
some companies rushed to adopt the Accounting Procedure
and also comments about why some individuals are stoutly
opposed to it. It’s fairly clear that industry will never create
a perfect unchangeable model accounting procedure that
works for every company. PASC realized that too and created
an elections pages that gives companies the option of saying
“except for…” where there are objections, without losing the
benefits offered through the rest of the Accounting Procedure.
Ultimately, when it comes time for representatives in your
organization to meet to decide whether to adopt PASC 2011,
keep in mind that this is your Accounting Procedure with the
flexibility to let you make it what you’d like it to be. That’s
how you account for change in such a wonderfully dynamic
industry.

n

Jeff, Leadership Development

Why MRU Continuing Education?
• Learn tomorrow’s skills today
• Connect with industry professionals
• Small class sizes, big ideas
• Flexible schedules - fast track, online, classroom
• Workplace learning
*Ask about company training

mtroyal.ca/conted
403.440.6875
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Article
Your Professional Behaviour is Your Brand
By Andrew Lynch, Land Consultant
NEXUS contributor Andrew Lynch brings you some of the
insights and discussions shared during a recent session of
CAPLA’s ethics training program.

T

here is only one big idea Dr. Gary Lepine wants
his audience to come away with: your professional
behaviour is your brand. In two half-day courses
covering ethics and CAPLA’s new Code of Conduct, Dr.
Lepine explains how ethics, professionalism, compliance
and commitment all intermesh to create this personal brand.
Dr. Lepine’s own brand has been built on a 14-year stint as a
college professor (lecturing mostly on philosophy), followed
by the founding of his consulting firm Concord Professional
Development, which, among other things, concentrates on
professional ethics. He is also
a Clinical Ethicist with Alberta
Health Services based at the
Rockyview General Hospital in
Calgary.

Conversely, the “non-consequential” view is what Dr. Lepine
describes as the belief “that certain actions are intrinsically,
morally, right or wrong . . . In other words, some things are
true and right and some things are not, in and of themselves.
They’re not dependent on consequences, but more on moral
duty, on the right thing to do. This approach very much
emphasizes the journey, not just the destination.”
Most business people uphold the idea of “a promise is a
promise” or “my word is my bond,” but this is not necessarily
an ethical certainty. Sometimes one is forced to re-negotiate
a deal because of unforeseen circumstances, despite both
parties’ originally-promised intentions.
These definitions also led to a conversation about possible
contradictions between our professional ethical behaviour
and our “outside of work” ethical behaviour. In Dr. Lepine’s
estimation, “you are who you
are. I think one of the problems
in our culture is we do make
moral distinctions, and it
causes moral schizophrenia,
to put it bluntly. It makes for
a struggle because we feel
that we have to be morally
different people in different
situations, and that’s where a
world of stress and struggle
comes to bite us.”

“Is it fair to say how you

MORNING SESSION
The morning session on
professional ethics began with
a question on how we deal
with the meeting point of
work and ethics – sometimes
an uncomfortable nexus. This
prompted an attendee to voice
concern about our constant
need to get the job done
quickly and efficiently, without
compromising our professional
ethics, which in turn gave
Dr. Lepine the opportunity
to introduce the concept of
“consequentialism.”

conduct your job effects
everyone else in this room,
and in the industry you work
in? That all of this goes into
building your professional
brand – who you want to be,
what you want to be known
for, what kind of investment
you are making in your
career?”

Dr. Lepine says the consequential or, in a narrower sense,
utilitarian view of ethics “is a family of theories united by one
central idea – that the moral assessment of actions, motives
or rules is, at bottom, a matter of how much ‘good’ such
things produce, or how much ‘bad’ they allow us to avoid.
It’s about the consequences they produce. The end justifies
the means. So the right thing to do is what helps me solve
the problem.” For example, if falling oil prices put an oil
company in jeopardy, a typical response may be staff layoffs.
The end justifies the means.
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Dr. Lepine rounded out the
“philosophical”
basis
of
modern ethical theory by
including Aristotle’s virtue
theory and Thomas Aquinas’
writings on morality. He said
that, according to Aristotle,
“excellence is never an
accident. It is always the result
of high intentions, sincere effort and intelligent execution.
It represents the wise choice of many alternatives. Choice,
not chance, determines your destiny.” Aristotle would say
that “we are what we repeatedly do. Excellence then, is
not an act but a habit. So if you want to be a truth-telling
person, you have to practice telling the truth. If you want
to be a compassionate person, you have to practice being
compassionate, because a lot of these things don’t come
naturally to us – you have to actually work on them.”
With Thomas Aquinas we see a three-part definition of
morality. First is the objective act itself – some actions are

just either right or wrong. Secondly, lies the motive behind
what you do, which is also morally relevant. Thirdly, the
moral appropriateness of the situation or circumstances in
which the action is taken has to be considered. An example
of the Aquinas definition may be where a manager must take
an employee to task over their careless work in the hope
of making them a better worker, but has the good sense to
do this privately, rather than publicly, which the employee
would find mortifying and morale-killing.
AFTERNOON SESSION
The first session on professional ethics was the foundation
for the second session, which concentrated on professional
practice. This session was framed within the terms of CAPLA’s
stated core values and Code of Conduct, with participants
being tasked to consider the connection between CAPLA’s
expectations and their own personal code of professional
conduct.
This session mainly involved exercises and discussion, usually
in small groups of three or four people. The first issue dealt
with was the effect of our professional interactions on other
people in the industry, as an individual, company employee,
or member of CAPLA. This led Dr. Lepine to ask, “Is it fair to
say how you conduct your job effects everyone else in this
room, and in the industry you work in? That all of this goes
into building your professional brand – who you want to be,
what you want to be known for, what kind of investment
you are making in your career?”

Dr. Gary Lepine
leads CAPLA’s
ethics training
program.
At day’s end, Dr. Lepine reminded us again that tied in with
the idea of constant improvement and career building is the
unavoidable reality of brand building. “In lots of ways, you
are always building your professional brand, but hopefully
not in a way that creates an eggshell environment, where
you’re afraid to make a mistake. All of your interactions as
a professional are building it piece by piece, moment by
moment, choice by choice — in some degree.”

n

The first small group exercise revolved around the question
of who is a professional and what it is to be professional.
The first question leads one to think of credentials, education
and so on; the second speaks to behaviours and conduct. To
Dr. Lepine, the most telling aspect of professionalism is how
one conducts oneself: “how you interact with people, how
you treat people, showing up, being on time.”
Some other important professional characteristics brought
up by attendees included work ethic, high level of skill, high
level of commitment, mentoring, constantly upgrading of
skills and knowledge, being accountable for your work, and
following through on your work goals. Dr. Lepine added to
this list with what he calls the three anchors of professional
life – respect for yourself, respect for others, and respect for
the work.
The CAPLA Code of Conduct was specifically discussed
towards the end of the day in terms of what it means to
us as members of the association, and members of the oil
and gas industry. Dr. Lepine emphasized that responsibilities
come with the benefits of membership; that to take yourself
seriously – and for CAPLA to take itself seriously – standards
like the Code of Conduct are a crucial part of meeting the
expectations of the group. As with any association, it all boils
down to rights and responsibilities – you can’t have one
without the other.
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Article
PSARs: A One-Window Approach
By Hazel Saffery, Lawyer, Burnet, Duckworth & Palmer
LLP

T

he underlying theme of the Responsible Energy
Development Act (REDA), and in turn, the creation of
a Private Surface Agreement Registry (the PSAR), is to
fulfill the mandate of a one-window approach to overseeing
energy development in the Province of Alberta. The PSAR
is designed to meet the gap identified by landowners/
occupiers with respect to enforcement of surface agreements
and provides the Alberta Energy Regulator (AER) with the
authority to order an energy company to comply with a surface
lease or other surface agreements (Surface Agreements).
The Surface Agreement must have been entered into after
November 30, 2013 and must relate to energy activities (or
proposed energy activities) on that land.
Once registered, a landowner/occupant may make an
application for a “Request to Review” of the Surface
Agreement if it believes that the holder of that Surface
Agreement has not complied with a term or condition. The
AER’s authority is as follows:
If, on the request of the owner or occupant of land in
respect of which there is a registered private surface
agreement, the Regulator determines that the holder
of the registered private surface agreement is not
complying with a term or condition of the registered
private surface agreement, the Regulator may issue
an order directing the holder to comply.1

Along with the actual application, an applicant is entitled to
submit supporting documents and information pertaining to
the alleged breach. The AER has the authority (but not the
obligation) to request information from either the applicant
or the holder and which must be supplied within a specified
period. The Enforcement of Private Surface Agreement
Rules (the Rules) indicate this power is to “permit a full and
satisfactory understanding of the alleged noncompliance with
a term or condition”2 of the document under consideration.
If requested by the AER and a party fails to provide the
requested information, documents or materials (or complies
but in an inadequate manner), the AER may (i) dismiss the
application or; (ii) proceed to consider the Request to Review.
During this stage, the AER also has the discretion to examine
the land itself to determine whether there has been noncompliance. Of note – while the application form asks if the
issues have been raised in a court, the Surface Rights Board
1 REDA, s. 64(1)
2 AR 204/2013, s. 8
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(the SRB) or elsewhere, it is not clear what weight the AER
will place on such information or previous decisions from
the courts or regulatory bodies or on documentation that
has been submitted elsewhere. However, the Rules provide
that if the AER determines there is a more appropriate forum
to deal with the matter, it can decline to decide on the
Request for Review and instead either (a) move the matter to
resolution through a dispute resolution process, or (b) direct
the applicant to have the matter considered by a court or by
the SRB.
The application for a Request to Review must be made within
one year from the date on which the landowner/occupant
first knew, or in the circumstances ought to have known, that
there has been non-compliance with a term or condition.
The Rules contain little guidance as to ongoing or repeated
breaches and how the limitation period would be considered
in such circumstances. In comparison, the Surface Rights Act
contemplates an application for damages for an ongoing
event by its language – “within two years from the last date
on which damage is alleged to have occurred.”3
Based on the processes provided in REDA and the Rules,
there are five possible outcomes of a Request to Review. The
AER may:
(a) issue an Order to Comply (acknowledges that the
company has not complied with the terms and
conditions);
(b) refuse to issue an Order to Comply because
compliance has been achieved;
(c) dismiss the Request to Review because there has
been no event of non-compliance;
(d) dismiss the Request to Review because a party
failed to provide the information, documentation or
materials requested; or
(e) direct the applicant to bring the matter to the Courts
or to the SRB.
If the AER has issued an Order to Comply, it cannot take
the further step of “forcing” the company to comply. (The
AER cannot order specific performance or an injunction.)
However, if the company fails to comply with the Order to
Comply, the AER can impose administrative penalties. To our
knowledge as of the date this article was written, no Request
to Review has been processed by the AER.
3 SRA s. 30(2)(a)

While you may not have had the opportunity to deal with
the PSAR and Requests to Review yet, it is likely that you will
have the opportunity to do so in the future. Below are listed
some “Important to Know” concepts to keep in mind.
1.

There is no deadline for when an agreement which
meets the eligibility criteria can be registered with
the PSAR. Just because it hasn’t been registered yet,
doesn’t mean that it won’t be in the future.

2.

A Request to Review does not preclude concurrent
applications for same or similar matters before
other regulatory bodies or courts. Although the SRA
identifies the specific matters which can be brought
to the SRB, REDA does not similarly identify limits
on terms or conditions that could be raised at the
AER. Conceivably, a breach of a Surface Agreement
could also be something that the SRB would typically
address and as such, there could be overlapping
processes for the same matter.

3.

4.

5.

There is no mandated process whereby the
landowner or occupant is obligated to update the
information or any specific process whereby the
company itself could advise of assignments, name
changes or amalgamations. REDA contemplates
that there could be an assignee or successor to the
original holder of a Surface Agreement but without
information being updated, there is the possibility
of the wrong party being subject to a Request to
Review. If you are party to an agreement registered
with the PSAR and you assign the agreement, you
should make an effort to advise the PSAR of the
assignee.
An Order to Comply is appealable to the Court
of Appeal on a question of jurisdiction or law.
Therefore, a company presumably may appeal the
Order to Comply if it believes that it has complied
with the terms or conditions of the PSA. However, it
must be able to show that
the AER made an error in
law, not simply in fact (or
a mixture of fact and law).
All information which is
submitted to the Registry
may be provided to the
public upon request under
Freedom of Information
and Protection of Privacy
Act legislation. This means
the Surface Agreement
(including the financial
information) is put on
the public record (an
automatic event upon
a Request for Review),

would be available and every document or response
submitted with respect to an investigation will also
be public. It is possible to request an exception to
the disclosure on a few grounds – including harmful
to the business of a third party or if the Surface
Agreement relates to geophysical exploration
but these are not absolute exceptions. Further,
although a company’s Surface Agreement may have
a confidentiality provision, if the Surface Agreement
is registered, this provision is overridden and a
company is not permitted to bring a cause of action
for a breach of confidentiality under that provision.
The Alberta Energy Regulator Rules of Practice do
not apply to the enforcement of Surface Agreements
but instead, the Enforcement of Private Surface
Agreement Rules apply.

6.

n

________________________
Hazel Saffery is an associate at Burnet, Duckworth &
Palmer LLP. Hazel’s practice includes all types of oil and
gas transactional work, asset and share acquisitions and
divestitures, title reviews, energy projects, Surface Rights
Board hearings, and other mineral acquisitions.
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Members of CAPLA could save on insurance with BrokerLink. For starters, you
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10% by bundling home and auto policies together.
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Legacy Leaders
Legacy Leaders:
Ron Vermeulen
Ron Vermeulen, P.Land, is
Founder and VP Corporate
Development at LandSolutions
LP. He has served as a member
of CAPLA’s Board of Directors
and Advisory Council, and
was recently named an
Honourary Lifetime Member.
By Janice Redmond, NEXUS Editorial Committee Member

“P

rofessional,” “dedicated,” “modest” and “a
generous person” are terms that have been
used when we asked individuals in our industry
how they would describe Ron Vermeulen. Graduating
from the Olds College program in 1985, Ron began his
career on the service side of the land industry. He worked
with various land brokerage companies as a field agent
negotiating surface and freehold mineral rights. Moving
on from his service work, he then went “in house” and
worked for companies such as Bow Valley Industries,
Amoco and Gulf Canada, just to name a few.
Throughout his career, Ron has held positions in
varying levels of leadership, including Team Lead and
Land Manager. In 2000, he founded LandSolutions LP,
and then in 2012, in accordance with his own succession
plan, he moved to his current position as Vice President,
Corporate Development. Ron’s experience on the services
side, combined with his “in house” experience, gave him
the knowledge and expertise needed to form one of
Western Canada’s leading land brokerages.
Ron has helped create an environment at LandSolutions
that complements his skills and those of his team. He
says one of the high points in his career is watching the
success of other people as they start their careers, and
go on to become leaders and engaged individuals. Being
committed to each other’s success and achieving goals
together are some of the attributes of a well-led team,
according to Ron. Truly caring about the success of others,
as well as the industry we work in, have been a big part of
building the reputation he now enjoys. He has emphasized
these values to his team, and others he has worked with
throughout his career.
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Ron has been a great supporter of CAPLA corporately,
and personally, by encouraging his staff, and those
seeking a career in land, to take on volunteer roles within
the organization. Ron himself is a past member of the
Board of Directors and the Advisory Council, and has
volunteered on various committees. He’s assisted with
NEXUS articles, presentations and educational courses,
and even given his time to other educational institutions
that are focused on the land profession. He credits CAPLA
for providing a way to give back, allowing him to focus
on developing his capabilities and his personal growth as
a leader.
When asked about an ‘aha’ leadership moment, Ron
referred to his days at Gulf Canada where he was getting
his team engaged in process improvement. He charged
team members to make presentations to the team, despite
their lack of comfort with public speaking. However,
being on a team with Ron means you will likely be
pushed out of your comfort zone. Ron sees challenges
like this as catalysts that lead to deeper team engagement.
He identifies areas for growth and demonstrates how to
support each other as individuals. This creates a more
cohesive group, working towards a common goal.
Not only does Ron take on volunteer roles within CAPLA,
he is active in other organizations outside of our industry.
Ron currently sits on the Board of Directors with the Mary
A. Tidlund Charitable Foundation and the MS Society,
Calgary Chapter. He feels it’s important to give back to
our larger community, as well as the industry we work in.
Ron has also encouraged his team at LandSolutions to give
back, by getting involved in their volunteer committees
and Community Fund program.
When asked what leadership advice he would give to
others, he emphasized that a true leader is someone who
takes initiative, without being asked or told, and who
goes beyond his or her comfort zone. A leader identifies
opportunities to make things better and takes action to
institute change. Being a leader is not just about leading
a group, but having the initiative to move ahead, be
resourceful, and enact change as an individual; you can
always be a leader anywhere you are, professionally or in
your personal life.
By taking initiative and making change happen, Ron
has become known as someone within the industry who
delivers excellent results. With this comes his own success
and that of those around him. Ron’s legacy within CAPLA
will continue to be an inspiration for others to believe in,
and give back to, our organization.
Thank you Ron for all that you have done for CAPLA.

n

Leadership
The Impact of Willful Blindness in the Workplace
By Faith Wood, Certified Professional Speaker

W

illful blindness in the workplace can cost
employers money and managers their jobs! It is
a matter of knowing when to become willfully
blind and when to make sure your eyes are wide open. We
may think we have it all figured out and then something
happens in the global economy to shake our decisionmaking to the core. How then does a leader know what to
filter – when to don the blinders and when to keep their
eyes open?
The only way is through their personal “feelers” and
becoming aware of how willful blindness works. Willful
blindness in the workplace can cause an organization
to stagnate, changing it from an open flowing system
to a closed system very quickly. Each individual in the
workplace has an option every day to remain wide-eyed
and open to changes and decisions that must be made.
Of course, much of what we do in life has to do
with our personality type. A free personality test at
www.16personalities.com can help you identify what
“type” of person you are, based on Myers Briggs. Your
personality profile will predict whether you are someone
who chooses “willful blindness” as an escape, someone
who chooses it only occasionally when the going gets
tough, or someone who rarely considers putting on the
blinders.
We all know that if we throw a rock into a lake, the ripples
reach and touch the edges of that lake. In the same way,
we daily affect those around us – in our families, in the
workplace, and with the world at large –
by the way we react and interact with one
another. We can be a positive influence
and a “positive energy,” or we can be the
negative influence or negative energy.

dangerous word. Why not say assistants, juniors or aides?
There are other words that come to mind that are not so
tasteful, words like minions, underlings, and dependents.
When a team leader or a manager knows more about
the personalities of their team members/crew, they are
able to help them resolve issues more effectively and
expediently. By doing this, managers, team leaders, bosses
and employers can avoid the pitfalls of willful blindness
within the company ranks.
When employees even sniff out a manager or team leader
who is the type of person who revels in their own power,
those employees most certainly will don their thickest,
willfully blind goggles! In a manager’s quest for efficiency
and capturing a level of significance, they might find that
this type of muscle makes their team blind, or selectively
blind, to any sound data that a team leader is presenting
– even before that leader has a chance to present all
the whys and what-fors of a company decision. It is a
losing battle before the players even get to the proverbial
battlefield. The reality is that willful blindness often has
concrete reasons for being initiated in the first place.
What are you willing to shift about the way you connect
with others in order to avoid triggering this response?
_______________________

n

Faith Wood is a certified professional speaker who
specializes in decoding human behavior. She was guest
speaker at CAPLA’s March 10 Leadership Breakfast.
Visit caplacanada.org to register for the next Leadership
Breakfast on May 10 – Leading with a COACH Approach,
featuring guest speaker Lisa Holden Rovers.

Once the pot of negativity is stirred, it
is very difficult to reel in the negative
fumes. Negativity in the workplace is
deadly, whether it starts outside the
workplace in world controversy, or
whether it begins innocuously at the
employee water cooler. All managers
and team leaders have to be aware of
any signs of employee resentment or
infuriation.
This is why I always caution team leaders
or managers to take the time to know and
understand their subordinates. The very
word “subordinates” is a psychologicallyNEXUS – March 2015 15

Article
A Guide to Understanding Land Formations
By Ivo Hula, Land Consultant

O

ne hundred and seventy people attended a CAPLA
Lunch ’n Learn at the Calgary Petroleum Club to
listen to Wayne Ellis talk about a brief history of geology,
hydrocarbon exploration and how land administration
and geology are connected.
Wayne is a mineral land man and the developer of
interactive software called Formationfinder.
He presented a concise and funny talk about hydrocarbon
formation, stratigraphy and how they impact the job of a
land administrator.
Starting with the concept of all Earth layers looking
like a “layer cake,” we moved on into the Precambrian
Period, about 560 million years ago, when we looked at
the concept of “the basement.” In petroleum geology, we
don’t care about anything older or below the basement.
In Calgary, this layer cake is five kilometres or 3.125 miles
deep before we hit the basement.
Next, the concept of “continental drift” was discussed.
Two to three hundred million years ago, all land on Earth
formed one supercontinent, Pangea. Pangea started to
drift apart as different plates of the Earth’s crust moved
over hundreds of millions of years.
We looked at several maps of North America and noted
the various seas and inland lakes that covered parts of
Alberta, B.C., Saskatchewan and North America.
Skipping forward in time to 66.4 million years ago, we
looked at the Cretaceous-Tertiary Boundary, which is
generally acknowledged as the time of the extinction of
all non-avian dinosaurs. It is believed a giant asteroid hit
Earth in the Gulf of Mexico throwing up a huge amount
of soil into the atmosphere and causing a very long period
of global cold which led to the extinction of three quarters
of life on Earth. It is shown in the geologic strata record,
or layer cake, as a layer of iridium thought to come from
this asteroid.
Next, we learned about oil and gas formation and
exploration. Oil and gas is found in reservoirs formed in
the Earth’s crust from the remains of once-living things.
Evidence indicates that millions of years of heat and
pressure changed the remains of microscopic plants and
animals into oil and natural gas. Plankton and algae, and
the proteins found in the life that’s floating in the sea,
as it dies, fall to the bottom and these organisms are the
source matter for petroleum. When these organisms are
buried with accumulating sediment on top, they reach a
warmer temperature and start to cook. This transformation
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Wayne Ellis of FormationFinder was guest speaker at a
well-attended Lunch ‘n Learn about the link between
geology and land administration.
changes them into the liquid hydrocarbons that move and
migrate and become our oil and gas reservoirs.
Wayne ended his presentation by showing us some
history of petroleum exploration, which began in Canada
in Petrolia, Ontario in the 1860’s, using primitive rigs
driven by donkeys. In Alberta, after drilling 133 dry holes,
Imperial Oil’s Leduc #1 was the first major well to hit it big
in 1947, producing 317,000 barrels of oil and 373 million
cubic feet of gas before being decommissioned in 1974.
In conclusion, we discussed some differences in the
drilling regulations in North America, looking at how
a lack of regulation has led to draining neighbouring
properties in the United States and “disguised” urban wells
in Los Angeles, which sits on top of a major producing
petroleum reservoir. In contrast, modern regulations in
Canada, along with innovations like horizontal drilling
and fracking have led to much less land disturbance.
Wayne is the developer of interactive software called
FormationFinder. This interactive software is a web-based
Table of Formations that allows a person to search for
a particular formation or a column of formations in a
particular area and zoom in or out of the Table to get
more specific information about the formation, such as
sedimentary or Paleolithic maps and time references. The
software is currently being improved and redesigned to
provide even more features, such as annotations, sticky
notes and saved searches so your frequently-sought
information could be saved for future use. You can try this
software by going to www.formationfinder.com.

n

CAPLA
NOMINATIONS SOUGHT FOR CAPLA VOLUNTEER
AWARDS – DEADLINE: April 7
Do you know an outstanding CAPLA volunteer? We invite you to submit nominations for the following
awards:
Rising Star Award
Outstanding Volunteer of the Year Award
President’s Award
Award criteria and a link to the nomination forms are available at caplacanada.org/about/capla-awards/
Nomination deadline is April 7, 2015.
The CAPLA Board of Directors will also award the following:
CAPLA Champion Award
Committee of the Year Award
Myra Drumm Memorial Student Achievement Award
The 2015 CAPLA AGM and Awards Luncheon will be held on May 13 at the Hyatt Regency Hotel in Calgary.
Register today at caplacanada.org.

SYNERGY LAND SERVICES LTD.,

is a full-service land broker, with its head office in
Calgary and branch offices in Fort St. John, St. Albert,
Fort Macleod, Regina, Brandon and Cambridge.
Company partners Bill Giese, Keith Turner and
James McCorquodale, along with their management
team and skilled staff work together at every level
to coordinate client projects in all aspects of the
oil and gas industry, power, renewable energy,
highways and telecommunications sectors.
Please contact us for more information about
our service offerings and how we can assist with
your upcoming projects.

Pursuing Perfection
www.synergyland.ca

| 1.877.961.LAND (5263)
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Nourish
Benefits of Yoga for the Busy Professional
By Lisa Janzen, NEXUS Editorial Committee Member

B

usy professionals know all about multi-tasking,
but how often do they take time to put themselves
first? Spending eight or more hours sitting at a desk
in front of a computer can be physically and emotionally
damaging.
People need to “shift yourself to the top of your list
of priorities,” says Kate W.
Mak, a Calgary-based yoga
instructor. Using yoga techniques, even while sitting
at a desk, can help employees become more productive and efficient while
improving their health and
fitness.
Kate teaches several corporate classes in downtown
Calgary, and says a regular
yoga practice can help with posture and the aches and
pains that come with sitting for long periods of time. “After 45 minutes of sitting at your desk, your muscles start
adapting to that shape.”
Yoga can teach you about your own specific anatomy
and give insight into developing better habits. With

its emphasis on breathing and meditation along with
strength-building poses and stretching, Kate says yoga can
help you center yourself.
Here are a few yoga poses you can use at your desk.
These are especially important for people whose jobs
require them to sit at a desk in front of a computer for
long hours, risking back pain and repetitive stress injuries.
NECK ROLLS: Take your shoes off before starting these
stretches if you are wearing high heels. Close your eyes.
Let your chin drop down to your chest. Begin to circle your
neck slowly, taking the right ear to the right shoulder, the
head back, and then the left ear to the left shoulder. Try to
keep the shoulders relaxed and not to hurry through areas
of tightness. Take 3-5 rolls and then switch directions,
taking another 3-5 rolls.
CAT-COW STRETCH: Bring both feet flat on the floor.
Bring your hands onto your knees. On an inhale, arch
the back and look up toward the ceiling. On the exhale,
round the spine and let your head drop forward.
SEATED FORWARD BEND: Push your chair back from
your desk. Bring both feet flat on the floor. Interlace your
fingers behind your back. Straighten your arms, drawing
the interlaced fingers down. Fold at the waist, bringing
your interlaced hands over your back. Rest your chest on
your thighs and release your neck.
Kate encourages all types of physical activity. Using the
experience gained in a class, “you could
run and still use yoga.”
In her experience, students also report
improved relationships at home and work
because it helps people to “step back and
remember to breathe” during contentious
encounters.
Yoga is helpful for both men and women
working in stressful, hectic jobs. Kate says
the percentage of men and women in her
corporate classes is about 50-50, while it’s
closer to 70 per cent women and 30 per
cent men in her studio classes.
The next time your back starts to hurt
and you feel overwhelmed, try practicing
a few yoga techniques or step out to
take a class and suspend time for a few
minutes. You may be surprised at how
good you feel.

n
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CAPLA

NOURISH NIBBLES
. . . and the Benefits of CAPLA Membership

Your CAPLA membership entitles you to:
Access CAPLA’s Job Bank. Find a job, make a smart
career move or recruit the best candidate for your land
department.
E-Bulletins and NEXUS magazine. Your inside track to
the latest land information.
Member event pricing. CAPLA events are informative,
enjoyable and affordable. Our $68 Lunch ‘n Learns include
topics directly related to your job and a delicious buffet
lunch.
Ethics training – free of charge! The CAPLA Board is
investing in you as a land professional by offering two halfday ethics courses, valued at $175 each, free-of-charge.

Join the Mentorship Program. Enjoy a mutuallybeneficial professional relationship with a new colleague.
See and be seen on CAPLA’s online member directory.
Build your network of land associates.
A wealth of experience in the Knowledge Bank.
Contact any of our Knowledge Bank volunteers to guide
you through new territory or help solve that tricky land
conundrum.
A members-only Resource Centre. Check out CAPLA’s
new website at caplacanada.org for information to help
you excel at your job.

n

Courses designed just for you. Build your knowledge
and advance your career by taking CAPLA courses and
attending our annual conference.
Put some letters behind your name. Obtain your CAPLA
Certification and gain industry recognition by successfully
completing the mineral, contract or surface exam.

FOR 30 YEARS...
ENERGY IN NEGOTIATING
PROVEN SUCCESS FOR BUSINESS, L AND + THE COMMUNIT Y

■■ Negotiating +
administering
surface rights
■■ Acquisitions + divestment
■■ Administration
outsourcing + data entry
■■ Freehold mineral
leasing + Crown landsales
IN CALGARY

403 243 5518
mslland.ca

CAPLA’S AGM
& AWARDS LUNCHEON
Wednesday, May 13, 2015
Hyatt Regency Hotel, Calgary
11:00am - 1:00pm
A special opportunity to acknowledge and
recognize fellow CAPLA members, hear about
CAPLA’s 2014 accomplishments and elect the
Board of Directors.
MEMBERS: $75
NON-MEMBERS: $90
TABLE OF EIGHT: $500
Register today at
caplacanada.org > REGISTER > Events
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Article
B.C. e-Filing Procedures for Oil & Gas Land Interests
By Susan Matthew, ETRAY™ Survey Specialist, Dye &
Durham Corporation

I

n 2004, B.C.’s Land Title and Survey Authority (LTSA)
began phasing in electronic filing (e-Filing). In 2014,
it became mandatory for out-of-province oil and gas
companies to e-file documents executed after March 31,
2014. Documents often registered from this sector include
Form C Application for Statutory Right of Way, Application
for Lease, Assignments of either of the two, or Form C Release of either a Statutory
Right of Way or Lease tendered
for submission.

In instances where two or more areas over UCL on the
plan without a designation such as “Area 1” or “Area 2”, the
following is an example of how one of the legal descriptions
would read:
That part of Unsurveyed Crown Land Peace River
District having an area of 20 square meters shown
on Plan EPP200.
When e-filing a Form C – SRW, if the SRW is granted over
only the portion shown on the SRW plan completed by the
surveyor, it is endorsed on title
referencing over part on that
plan. If the SRW is granted
over the entire property,
it is endorsed as what can
be referred to as a “blanket
charge” (which doesn’t include
reference to a plan on the title
of the land). In the case of a
blanket SRW, once the area
required is readily defined,
the SRW plan is prepared by a
surveyor and the plan is filed
concurrently, or prior to the
Form C Release of the SRW.

“Once the true copy has been

The most common LTSA
submissions from this sector
are Statutory Rights of Way
(SRW). The LTSA Surveyor
General Division submits all
SRW plans over unsurveyed
crown land (UCL) to the Land
Title Office. Upon filing a plan,
a notice of registration and an
image of the registered plan are
issued to the Surveyor General
of B.C. The notice and image
are then forwarded to the
Ministry of Forests Lands and
Natural Resource Operations
(MFLNRO) or the Oil & Gas
Commission (OGC) who drafts
the applicable SRW document, including the pertinent
legal description utilizing standardized legal description
guidelines.

signed and witnessed, the
electronic Form C original is
ready to be completed by adding
in the execution particulars
including name, address,
occupation of witnessing
authority, execution date, and
name of authorized signatory.”

For instance, the following legal description would apply
to an SRW plan over UCL filed with a pre-assigned plan
number of EPP200:
That part of Unsurveyed Crown Land Peace River
District shown on Plan EPP200.
If the SRW plan were over two or more portions of untitled
District Lot 600, Peace River District and the land surveyor has
delineated the areas with a designation such as “Area 1” and
“Area 2”, the following is how one of the legal descriptions
would read:
That part of District Lot 600 Peace River District
shown as Area 1 on Plan EPP200.
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In preparation for submission
of an electronic SRW using
Adobe Acrobat®, the LTSA’s
guidelines are to complete the
electronic Form C and insert Part 2 - Terms of Instrument.
A printed version of this form (“true copy”) can then be
printed, signed, and witnessed. The electronic Form C can
then be electronically distributed for signatures. This is
often easier and faster than distributing a hardcopy form for
signatures. Once the electronically-distributed form has been
received by the party collecting the signatures, they can print
the completed form to add signatures of the owners and
officer certification which may also include an affidavit of
execution (this is the “true copy).
Once the true copy has been signed and witnessed, the
electronic Form C original is ready to be completed by
adding in the execution particulars including name, address,
occupation of witnessing authority, execution date, and
name of authorized signatory. The electronic copy must be
identical to the originally executed “true” copy. The legal
professional will advise whether they need to receive a “true
copy” or the “copy of the true copy” in advance of affixing
their authorized digital signature.

Many professionals, including experienced LTSA users and
those who interact occasionally with the LTSA, choose
to use a registry agent to assist with their filings. Registry
agent companies who are members of the B.C. Association
of Professional Registry Agents make it their business to
stay abreast of changing LTSA procedures and e-filing best
practices. Electronic portals allow oil and gas companies to
easily submit their drafted forms for inspection. Forms are
then provided to an independent B.C. lawyer or notary for
affixation of a digital signature.
Once digitally signed, forms are easily submitted to the
LTSA. Once submitted, the LTSA generates a unique [CA]
prefixed number for the document, which is noted on the
title as a pending application. A filed copy of the document
is provided to the applicant. Once the document is received
by the Land Title Office, the digitally-signed electronic form
becomes the original.

n

_________________________
Please note that this article is offered only for general
informational and educational purposes. It is not offered as
and does not constitute legal advice or opinion.

E-Continuations
Implemented
Alberta Energy switched to using the Electronic Transfer
System (ETS) for PNG Continuations (e-Continuations) on
February 2, 2015. The authorization portion was launched
a few weeks earlier. It is now mandatory for all new
validation and continuation application business to be
conducted on ETS.
Thank you to all those who helped identify business
process opportunities and provided input into screen
designs. We were very excited to have over 500 people
attend our demonstration of the e-Continuation system
in January 2015. The first few weeks of use have gone
very well, so it appears that the built-in edits have been
beneficial for industry.
For additional support of the new system, three
continuation ETS training modules are available on Alberta
Energy’s website http://training.energy.gov.ab.ca. Anyone
can access these without a password.
The licence validation continuation application,
authorization guides and frequently asked questions
are available by accessing www.energy.gov.ab.ca >Our
Business>Tenure>About>Tenure. The e-Continuations
helpdesk can be reached at (780) 644-233 during business
hours (8:15 am to 4:30 pm).

n

PRIVATE SPACE FOR 300 PEOPLE!
TEAM BUILDING | STAFF SOCIALS
CLIENT APPRECIATION | CORPORATE BUYOUTS
CHRISTMAS PARTIES | STAMPEDE PARTIES

Visit thelibertine.ca for more information!
223- 8th Avenue S.W. | Calgary, AB | 403.265.3665
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HMA Land Services is now RPS HMA.
At RPS HMA we place significant value on
developing and maintaining excellent
relationships with our clients and industry
partners. Our team is dedicated to providing
the same level of professional service,
reliability and expertise that our clients have
come to expect from us.
Pipeline  Exploration & Production ( E&P)  Telecom  Power

Toll Free (866) 412-5263

www.hmaland.com | www.rpsgroup.com
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How did you hear about that?
A little bird told me!
Did you know that CAPLA is on Twitter
(@CAPLACanada), LinkedIn and Facebook?
Got something you want to share? Post it on
CAPLA’s social media channels!

Volunteer Spotlight
SUSAN BAYLY: I’ve Met So Many Wonderful People
By Mandi Zatyko, NEXUS Editorial Committee Member

O

pportunities for learning and networking are
among the reasons Susan Bayly volunteers for
CAPLA.

“I like that you’re able to choose how much time to devote
to the organization. It’s nice to act on behalf of a company
with strong corporate values and a heavy emphasis on
education,” she says. “I’ve also met so many wonderful
people over the years. I see it as a valuable networking
opportunity.”
Susan joined CAPLA in 2006, after a year in the land asset
management industry and noticing everyone she worked
with volunteered with CAPLA in some capacity. “I knew
the organization was worth my time and would directly
support me in my position with education and networking
opportunities,” she says.
Her first CAPLA volunteer experience was in 2007 when
she started working on the NEXUS Editorial Committee.
After a few years she resigned from the committee,
briefly worked on the Golf Tournament Committee and
then joined the CAPLA Conference
Committee three years ago. She has held
various positions within the committee,
and is now co-chair of the 2015 CAPLA
Conference – her second consecutive
year in the position.

“To see the fruits of your labour is very gratifying,
especially when you’re working with a great team.”
- Susan Bayly

“Susan brings an enormous wealth of
knowledge, leadership and team work
to the conference committee,” says Devra McCoy, the
other co-chair of the 2015 CAPLA Conference. Devra has
volunteered with Susan on the same committee since they
were both on the 2013 CAPLA Conference Committee.
“She is always organized and ready to roll with new
information, helping out other committee members and is
always flexible in situations that may not be ideal.”

Volunteering for CAPLA, especially on the conference
committee, is something Susan enjoys in part because she
has the opportunity to do things she might not normally
do in her daily job.
“I work as an administrative assistant and do some large
event planning, but co-chairing the CAPLA Conference
has helped me learn even more in that regard,” she says.
“The biggest reward (to volunteering) is being able to see
your objective through to the end. To see the fruits of your
labour is very gratifying, especially when you’re working
with a great team and everyone has achieved the same
goal.”

“There really is no job too big or too small for Susan,”
agrees Cindy Ganong, who has also volunteered with
Susan since the 2013 Conference Committee. “Her takecharge attitude is perfect for Conference. She knows what
needs to be done, and gets it done either on her own or
by delegation. Planning things is very much in Susan’s The upcoming 2015 CAPLA Conference is one such goal
that makes her glad she is volunteering.
wheelhouse, and so she fits the role (of co-chair).”
“I think Susan represents the values of CAPLA,” adds
Devra. “She has been there to help me figure out how
to deal with situations, she has encouraged me since day
one, and has taught me so much about being a leader in
this industry. The most invaluable assistance she has given
me is her mentorship.”

“Our committee has been trying hard to make it a fresh
and exciting event. We want to bring in some totally new
features,” she says. “Even though the industry is getting
hit with cutbacks now, we want to encourage everyone
to attend if they can. We have some very exciting keynote
speakers and new courses to offer CAPLA members.”

n
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Volunteer Spotlight
ALEX BIG PLUME: Committee Members Have Your Back
By Mandi Zatyko, NEXUS Editorial Committee Member

A

lex Big Plume believes volunteering for CAPLA has
provided him with experiences and challenges he
might not have otherwise encountered.

“I like the principles CAPLA was founded upon,” he says.
“I like that there’s a professional organization interested
in supporting my professional development, not only by
offering education, but also by asking me to lend a hand
in achieving that goal in whatever capacity I think I can
help. I dare say that had CAPLA not provided me with a
venue to accept these challenges, I would not be where
I am today.”

Alex Big Plume
says volunteering
has given him
confidence
and a sense of
camaraderie.

Alex had been working in the seismic industry when, in the
early 1990s, his interest in land asset management was first
kindled. Eventually he enrolled in the land administration
program at SAIT, became a student member of CAPLA
and won the Myra Drumm Memorial Student Achievement
Award in 2003. He began work in surface land after
graduation, and is now Surface Land A&D Administrator
at Devon Canada Corporation.

committee). He is a veteran surface administrator who
really knows his subject area. If we didn’t have him on
the subcommittee, we’d probably still be bouncing ideas
off him anyway.”

His first CAPLA volunteer experience was in 2004 when
he joined the Mentoring Committee as a way to expand
and increase his knowledge. However, there was a
disconnect with his mentor – a situation also experienced
by other mentors/mentees. So, a few months later, when
the committee started a revamp, Alex reaffirmed his
commitment.

One experience resulting from his CAPLA volunteerism
Alex feels especially pleased about was his involvement
with SLAAC and its Surface Summit. After a year of
meetings during the week and on weekends to prepare
the presentations and have the summit well-received was
gratifying. “We felt like we had made a major contribution,”
he says.

“We were full of fresh, new ideas for the committee, and
that was fun and exhilarating,” he recalls. “We initiated the
Knowledge Bank, and introduced a meet-and-greet ‘tea
time’ for all mentors and mentees.”

Now Alex is involved in the A&D Education Subcommittee’s
efforts to develop a surface A&D course after having to
initially step back during the past year due to a workrelated focus.

While he ultimately resigned from the committee, he
maintained belief in the mentoring system and became
a mentor in 2008 to a couple of industry newcomers.
He was also briefly a member of the Events Committee
and the Surface Land Administration Advisory Committee
(SLAAC), before joining the A&D Education Subcommittee
and the Education Facilitation Committee.

“I am glad to be back in it with my sleeves rolled up,” he
says. “At some point in the near future, we, as members
of the A&D Education Subcommittee, will know we
created something from the sum of our knowledge that
will benefit all manner of asset management professionals
well into the future.”

“Alex is a very reliable and dedicated volunteer for
CAPLA,” says Cathy Miller, Chief Executive Officer of
CAPLA. “He can be quite quiet on a committee, but when
he has something to say, it is always something valuable.”
“The first thing I noticed about Alex was his breadth of
knowledge in surface, especially with respect to A&D –
and his comfort with sharing this information,” adds John
Wallace, who serves on the A&D Subcommittee with Alex.
“Alex brings a lot of knowledge and perspective (to the
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Some people might feel challenged by volunteering for
CAPLA because it could mean facing a fear such as public
speaking or being given more responsibility than thought
to be manageable. However, Alex feels the rewards
outweigh any challenges, giving a person more selfconfidence than they thought they would ever have.
“Fellow volunteers are so supportive that you dare to
reach beyond what you think you are capable of, because
you know committee members have your back. Of course,
there’s a larger sense of camaraderie too,” he says.

n

NEWS FROM CAPLA’S
CERTIFICATION
PROGRAM

CONGRATULATIONS
TO CAPLA MEMBERS WHO COMPLETED
THEIR CERTIFICATION EXAMINATIONS
in 2014:

Did You Know:
•

Certification Open Forums can help you prepare
for the exam. Check for Open Forum dates on the
CAPLA website.

•

The slides for the Open Forum presentation are
posted on the CAPLA website at caplacanada.org/
resources/certification-program/

•

The next exam writing dates are April 11 and May
23, 2015.

•

The exams are written at the Olds College campus
in downtown Calgary.

•

All of the exams are now electronic so you get your
results immediately.

•

The $50.00 application fee has been eliminated.
Now, you only pay Olds College a $200 fee to write
each exam.

CONTRACTS EXAM:
Kari-Lynn Hughes
Kathy Buckman
Nina Gesell
Pearl Ao
Ryan MacKinnon
MINERALS EXAM:
Autumn Wilton
SURFACE EXAM:
Dana Underwood
Jackie McNabb

LAND AND ENVIRONMENT
GO TOGETHER LIKE
COMMON AND SENSE.
The experts in Land Acquisition offer Environmental Services as well.
Makes perfect sense to us. An A to Z solution that is far more efficient and
effective, making your life so much easier. For expert land management
and environmental services - call 1-866-834-0008 or visit
landsolutions.ca and relax.
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CAPLA
ENERGIZED FOR
EXCELLENCE
. . . Continued from Page 5
Although no one would deny the importance of career
success, excellence isn’t just about achieving at high levels
on the job. It’s a mindset that ideally weaves through every
part of your life that is important to you. And it can happen
in small steps.
IDENTIFY AND OWN YOUR EXCELLENCE
To strengthen the foundation for higher levels of success, the
first step is to identify and own the excellence you already
possess, and start from there.
ex·cel·lence: noun: 1. the quality of being outstanding or
extremely good.
When you think about your career, health, relationships and
accomplishments, what are you already extremely good at?
Where does excellence already show up in your life? Have
you achieved significant career success? Are you the ‘go-to’
for specific skills or problem-solving in your office? Do you
prioritize your health at a high level? Are you proud of your
family and relationships? I guarantee, if you think about all
that you have accomplished, excellence shows up in many
ways for you throughout your day.
And where would you like to improve? We all have the best
intentions to be better versions of ourselves but if you don’t
take the time to identify what that might look like for you,
life will always drag you toward more pressing matters than
self-improvement. Is there a project you’ve been delaying
or a course you’ve been meaning to take that will boost
your career profile? Have you ignored your health for a bit
too long? Do you need to find more time for your family or
yourself?
Once you gain some clarity around what excellence looks
like for you, both with what you’re doing well and where
you’d like to improve, it’s easier to make progress. The
question then becomes “Where do I find the time?”
These days the number one excuse people have for not
doing the things they want and need to do is that they
simply don’t have a minute to spare for one more thing. We
have access to a finite amount of time every day, so really
it’s not about finding more time, it’s about using your time
more strategically.
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BE FIERCELY PROTECTIVE OF YES
Time is your inventory for success. It’s your inventory for
life balance, health and fulfillment, so every time you say
yes to something that’s not in alignment with goals, you’re
saying no to excellence. Billionaire investor Warren Buffett
once said “The difference between successful people and
very successful people is that very successful people say no
to almost everything.”
Some would argue that saying no makes you selfish or selfserving. I say it makes you strategic. If it’s not on the job
description, if it falls under someone else’s portfolio, if it’s of
little importance or interest to you, if your focus needs to be
elsewhere, and especially if it’s not in alignment with your
career, health and relationship goals, then do all you can to
protect your yes.
We’ll commit, often without thinking, to random requests
for our time, when sometimes the best answer is no. At the
very least, give yourself time to think through any request
(24 hours should do it) so you can step away and clearly
determine whether you have the capacity and desire to take
it on. It’s better to say no with a clear conscience than yes
under duress.
What do you need to say NO to? What do you need to let
go of?
GUARD YOUR HEALTH WITH YOUR LIFE
For many of us, career success is the ultimate measure of
excellence. Excellence requires energy and if you want to be
firing on all cylinders it’s not about the coffee. The ultimate
energy source you possess is your physical body, and
ideally you’re achieving excellence without compromising
your health. Unfortunately, for most working Canadians that
doesn’t seem to be the case. Health has become something
that we fit in when we have a bit of spare time, which we
don’t, so we don’t.
I could drone on about the health benefits of exercise, good
nutrition and quality sleep, but no one really pays attention
to that anymore. We know what we’ll gain, we just can’t
seem to find the time or energy. So instead, why not think
about your daily health practices as a way to maintain your
competitive edge in work and life: as essential tools for a
sharp mind, mental focus, productivity and success?
High-performers embrace career excellence and also
maintain physical health and emotional wellness, no matter
what, because they know the combination is lethal for
success.

CAPLA
As far as I’m concerned there are four health practices
that should be a non-negotiable part of your daily plan for
excellence. Sure there are lots more creative and quick-fix
ways to stay energized but a busy schedule needs to get back
to basics – M.E.S.H. for Health:
Move your body every day: Take the stairs, stand when you
make calls, walk on your break, exercise with a buddy.
Eat healthy most of the time: Watch portion sizes, skip the
vending machine, pack healthy snacks, eat less sugar.
Prioritize sleep: Wind down earlier, keep your room cool,
clean and dark, plan for seven hours.
Stay hydrated: Eight glasses of water throughout the day, sip
as you go.
Move, eat, sleep and hydrate (M.E.S.H.) for health. Habituate
these four health practices – even in small steps – and you’ll
notice a big difference in energy and vitality.
When you honour all the factors that energize you mentally,
physically and emotionally throughout each day, and

acknowledge the effort you’ve made – even in small steps –
to bring that about, its cause for celebration. The satisfaction
you feel will drive you at a deeper level and that energy
circles back to career growth.
I’m thrilled to be your breakfast keynote at the CAPLA
Conference on April 30, presenting Energized for Excellence.
I’ll talk about all of this in more detail, I’ll have my books and
other great resources on hand, we’ll laugh a lot, and you’ll
gain ideas and inspiration to help you on your energetic
path to excellence.

n

_________________________
Health and Productivity Expert Michelle Cederberg galvanizes
people to blaze their own path and live a bigger life. She
empowers clients to break down the physical and emotional
barriers that get in the way of growth, in business and in life.
She holds a Masters in Kinesiology, a BA in Psychology, a
specialization in Health and Exercise Psychology, is a Certified
Exercise Physiologist (CEP) and Certified Professional CoActive Life Coach (CPCC). She combines mind, body, humour
and practicality to inspire change.

Declining oil prices could lead to tough decisions...
Using iLand & LandRite shouldn’t be one of them.

Saving you time and money with software that helps optimize processes.
Contact us today to learn more about our land software.
P: 587.952.8000

|

E: info@divestco.com

|

www.divestco.com
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Warning: Our data has gone mobile
(You may never return to the office)

Now, get geoLOGIC’s value-added data almost any place, any time,
any way you want it. Available through gDCweb on your tablet,
smartphone or computer.
With 30 years of data experience behind it, gDC is the source for high
quality, value-added well and land data from across Western Canada and
the Northern United States. Another plus – our data is accessible through
an expanding range of industry software utilizing our own easy-to-use
gDC GIS and our geoSCOUT software.
View, search, import and export well, land and production data,
documents, logs and more from almost anywhere. For more information
visit our website at www.geoLOGIC.com

Leading the way with customer-driven data, integrated software
and services for your upstream decision-making needs.
geoSCOUT | gDC | petroCUBE at www.geoLOGIC.com

